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DIVIDED AUTHORITY.
The State Senate passed by unani-

mous vote the other day a bill. Intro-
duced by Mr. Orton, making radical
changes in the methods of school ad-
ministration in Portland by taking out
of hands of the School Board its last
vestige of control over the teaching
staff.

The Oregonian has decided sym-
pathy with the desire of any com-
petent teacher to be secure in his
or her tenure, and it reprobates any
system which makes public school
teachers a football of politics or the
subjects of purely personal favor or
disfavor. Distinctly it approves a
pound civil service for teachers. It
would have them well paid. It would
provide a retirement fund. It would
do every fair and reasonable thing it
could do to make the teaching pro-Jessi- on

attractive, honorable and prof-
itable, for It understands the value of
experience and the necessity of ease
and satisfaction. But it knows also

the of andany wanta Mr. to
school system, or any other organiza
tion, is loss, recession, and demoral
ization.

Undoubtedly Senator Orton's mo
tives are highly laudable; but us
see what his bill passed unanimous-
ly by the Senate, as we have said.
probably as a tribute to Senator Or-
ton's popularity and influence pur- -
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doubt, of course, that being the fash-
ion nowadays; but the states that
grade crime by the rising and setting
of the sun will have no trouble on
that score. Men in making appoint-
ments near the date of change, the
professor adds, will need to be care-
ful in making those appointments to
designate whether the true time or
the false is meant. But it is not so
very long since our English cousins
were writing "O. S." after their dates,
or specifically setting forth that the
new calendar was meant, and think-
ing it no great hardship. The ques-
tion is whether the benefits to be
gained are worth the trouble.

It cannot be gainsaid that if the
new plan is adopted a vast number
of persons will go to work an hour
earlier in Summer. They will get
through an hour earlier, almost as a
matter of course. And since most of
our activities are centered around our
work, it would seem that the re-
mainder of the day would take care
of itself. Fear of railroad accidents.
also expressed, would appear not to be
well-founde- d. The experience of the
European countries that have made
the change has not been unfavorable
in that regard. Experience has been
that the proposed change does as a
matter of fact "save daylight." The
question for us to decide is only
whether we want to save it.

THE PARANOIAC AND THE SANE
MURDERER.

If The Oregonian worshiped legal
technicalities and held fast to minute
consistency it would probably find it
necessary to condemn the verdict of
the jury in the case of the insane
murderer, H: H. McCall. But as the
verdict recognizes the importance of
the public's welfare when it is op-
posed by set forms and precedents,
the jury's decision will go unchal-
lenged. Indeed, it will be commended.

There is often a conflict in a juror's
mind between that which he believes
should be done and that which, his
oath to decide in accordance with law
and evidence requires him to do. It
is this conflict that results in the
turning loose of murderers on a flimsy
plea of brainstorm or temporary in
sanity on the one hand and in fasten
ing formal guilt upon plainly demented
creatures on the other hand. The
verclict generally rests upon the opin-
ion of the Jury as to whether the vic
tim ought to have been killed.

Betrayal of family honor offers no
legai reiuge tor a slayer, but it is a
moral refuge in the juryroom. That
it be given legal color, a specious in
sanity defense is presented. That de
fense does not deceive the jury, but
it is a peg on which to hang the kind
of verdict the jury desires to render.
It is not necessary to recall instances
of acquittal of murderers who acted
premeditatedly, whose acquittal was
ostensibly on the ground of insanity.
but whose mental equilibrium was un-
disturbed beyond a shadow of doubt.

The Oregonian does not approve ad
herence to the unwritten law and theinterjection of manufactured pleas of
insanity to reinforce it. Conversely,
if minutely consistent, it would con
demn a conviction for unreasoning
murder by one palpably insane. But
public welfare is of higher importance
than consistency. Men afflicted as is
McCall should not be at large. There
is no commitment that fully insures
their indefinite detention except one
that holds them responsible for deeds
for which they are not responsible
It is a legal travesty, but it is madenecessary by the state's failure to pro
vide some method for commitment of
the criminal insane besides that which
is designed only for dealing with the
criminal sane.

Not long ago several thoughtful in
dividnals prepared a law which would
have saved the counties of Oregon
much trial money and provided a more
orderly process of disposing of just
such paranoiacs as McCall. Under its
operations the state would not witness
the farce of trial and conviction of a
crazy man, but a commission would
promptly send him to his inevitable
destination for keeps the criminal
ward of the hospital for the insane.

The bill did not find its way Into
the Legislature. It did not offer any
body a fat job. It provided no planks
for legislators' political fences. It was
not the sort of uplift that inspires
clamor in the Statehouse lobby. Con
sequently its proponents became dis
couraged and let it drop.

So we shall go happily forward
needing me insanity pleas or sane
murderers and rejecting the insanity
pleas of "Insane murderers. Mean
while those who disapprove of th
former because it is wrong and ap
prove of the latter because it is th
only way to protect the public will
swallow their inconsistency with as
good grace as possible.

A CONTRAST.
What a contrast between the situa

tion of the United States and that
the small nations of Europe is pre
sented by the view which Holland
takes of the new German submarine
campaign. That little country has
been as grievously wronged by ruth
less torpedoing and mining as has the
United States, but it is practically
powerless to strike back. Wedged in
between Germany and conquered Bel
gium, it realizes that a hostile move
would bring upon it the fate which
has befallen its neighbor and the other
small nations which have dared to
lift their hands against the invader.
lacking iron, steel, coal and other
essential materials for modern war,
it would be' in the position of men
armed with flintlock muskets advan
cing against machine guns, if it were
to defy Germany.

This is the nation which for sixty
years defied, and finally extorted ac
knowledgment of its independence
from, Spain when that country do mi
nated Europe. It is the same nation
which contested with England the
naval supremacy of the world. The
spirit which then nerved the arms of
the Dutch still lives, but the changes
which have come over methods of
warfare, have deprived them of the
physical " power to strike effective
blows. Battles are now fought with
machinery, and Holland is helpless be-
cause it lacks the materials and the
factories wherewith to make war's
machines. The same lack has caused
other small nations to be crushed.
' This contrast throws into strong re-

lief the strong position of this coun
try. We have in our own territory
or in contiguous countries all the es-

sential raw materials which Holland
lacks, and manufacture of them Into
Implements of war is far advanced.
Not having command of the sea. Ger-
many is powerless to invade our ter-
ritory. If we can develop means of
combating the submarine, we can at
our leisure raise, train and equip ar-
mies and send them to Europe for
land operations against Germany. In
this respect alone are we seriously de-
ficient, for our man-powe- r, though
great, is undeveloped. In spite of our

against, invasion,present security, it

behooves us to train armies for such
a contingency.

A LITERATURE IN ARMENIA.
It has required the horrors of 3.

peculiarly atrocious war situation to
bring to the attention of the world
that the Armenians have a literature.
although until comparatively recenr-- l

years there have been no epics and J

little or no romantic writing. What
there might have been if it had hot
been that the ancient literature was
mostly destroyed in the early cen-
turies of the Christian era there is
no means of knowing, but its place
was taken by a vast quantity, in the
aggregate, of writing on philosophy
and history, which was to have been
expected from a race that was deeply
religious and got its early inspiration
chiefly from its monasteries. Recent-
ly, however, there has been translated
and compiled an impressive collection
of more recent poems, which are pub
lished for the purpose of aiding the
Armenian relief work. These might

ever have gained much circulation
f it had not been for the tragically

distressful condition in which the Ar-
menians now find themselves.

As showing that massacres and de
portations and famine and pillage and
death have left a deep impression on
the character of Armenian literature
the present massacres are not the first
to which they have fallen victims
an extract from a poem on "The Starv
ing" is of particular interest because
it is typical, and not in any sense ex-
ceptional. It Tnust be remembered
that the shadow of death so hovers
over the land that even in their games
the little children employ the symbols
of death, where the children of an
other country would play with life
instead. The poet in this instance is
Atom Yarjanian, who' had lived in the
Tnited States but has gone back to

his own people in their extremity,
One gets an exceedingly vivid impres
sion from the following:
There Is no harvest, no harvester, no aower

and no earth to nlow.
Hungry oxen bellow mournfully. Vegetation

is dying with the flowers.
The plow in the corner of the barn awaits

the new and opnns.
The cork crows no more. The dawn, it

seems, like the blood or my race, nas
sunk Into tbe depths of the earth.

Hero this sobbing, supplication, begging.
"We are hungry, we are hungry.

There are those who tear their hair, there
are those who shed tears like drops
of lead.

There are those who hope they are already
dead under a pull of silence.

There are taose who begin horribly to
dance, arm In arm with frightful
madness:

And others; terriblo to tell, already approach
the corpses, unburied and awaiting
burial.

The translator, Miss Alice Stone
Blackwell. could not have depicted the
situation of Armenia and the Arme
nians more graphically in an appeal
of any length. Not only the words.
themselves, but the fact that anyone
could have written them at all, are
eloquent of the desperate plight of
Armenia. The picture is vivid, but
the mental Impression is more power-
ful than all. It is not materialism
to write of the woes of a starving peo-
ple; the poem Is not a tract, nor even
an appeal for food; but it must serve
the purpose not only of calling atten
tion to Armenia but to every other
unhappy land that is measurably in

similar state of chaos. The poets
of Armenia are also, for the time
btang, the poets of a suffering world.

A CONTEST Ol' ENDURANCE.
After having been subjected for two

years to an ever-tighteni- blockade
by Its enemies, who are thus en-
deavoring to reduce its power of re
sistance to their armies, Germany has
now thrown off all restraint in apply-
ing the same treatment to' the entente
nations. The weakening effect of tho
blockade has gone far with Germany,
but is only beginning with the allies.
Yet the chief of the latter Great
Britain is so dependent on imports
for the necessaries of both life and
war that, if the German blockade
should succeed, the effects would be
far more rapidly felt. The war has
reached its third stage, when victory
will go to 'the side having the great- -
est powers of endurance.

In an article in the Fortnightly Re
view. John B. C. Kershaw turns to
a report of the German Statistical Of
fice for 1912 for proof that Germany
cannot hold out. He quotes a state-
ment that with increasing wealth and
population the empire's agricultural
production has been stationary and its 1

imports of food were three-quarte- rs

of a billion dollars, an increase of 37
per cent over the average for 1906 to
1910. He also quotes imports of raw
materials to show Germany's weak
ness in materials for clothing, trans-
portation and war munitions. He says
that the deficiency produced by the
blockade cannot be made up by Ger-
many's allies and that even the sup-
plies drawn from occupied territory
would leave a deficiency of $500,000.-00- 0.

Experience has proved such cal-
culations to be deceptive. Early In
the war a great authority on copper
made elaborate calculations to show
that Germany would soon collapse for
lack of that metal, but the empire has
continued the war for two years.
Probably Germany's imports in 1912
included so many luxuries using the
commodities mentioned that a reduc-
tion of $500,000,000 could be made
without impairing military power.
Doubtless the stock of copper and
zinc has run low, but much has been
smuggled in from Scandinavia and
Holland, and access has been gained
to copper mines in Serbia, undevel-
oped copper fields in Asia Minor and
lead and zinc mines in Russian Po-
land, which the Germans may have
developed in great haste.

Of more value in forming an opin-
ion on Germany's powers of endur-
ance than any such statistics as Mr.
Kershaw quotes are facts learned by
those-- who have recently been in Ger,
marfy in regard to the effect of re-
stricted food supply on the people's
physique. A young Dutchman ob-
tained employment at a salary beyond
his hopes in a German factory, but
found the diet was fast reducing his
weight and strength and returned
home to smaller wages but more
nourishing food. Correspondents at
the front report that German prison
ers always seem underfed, though
larger and better rations are given to
soldiers than to civilians. All ac-
counts agree that there Is a, serious
deficiency of meat, eggs, fat and milk
and that the people look underfed.

If this condition be general, weak-
ening of the people's physique cannot
fail to reduce their power of endur-
ance. Not only that, it may weaken
their mqrale. which is the source of
the "will to fight." That, however, is
contingent upon the temper of the
people. History abounds in examples
of prodigies of endurance and valor
by besieged people who were reduced
to the verge of starvation.

The possibility of reducing the Brit-
ish people to the same condition hangs
on the degree of success attained by
the submarine blockade. Preparing

for the worst, the British people are to stay home. He told them that of
plowing up or turning into pasture for I the many who. had abandoned tneir
cattle their flower gardens and public I homes to "fight Indians," not one in
parks and noblemen's parks and I a thousand reached a point west of
shooting preserves. . Even were every I the Missouri Kiver. and that cfcances
available acre applied to food pro- - I were that that one was washing dishes
duction, the United Kingdom would I In a restaurant or doing other prosaic
still be far from g. It duties in the hope of earning enough
is even more deDendent on imports money to take him back home, t or
of raw material for munitions. Much I the benefit of these he pictured the
of the iron ore comes from Spain life of the scout in its true colors.
and other foreign countries, nearly all laying stress on its hardships, and he
copper and lead are imported, as are added frankly that mostly the men
all rubber and petroleum. Admiral I who were following the lives of scouts
Jellicoe has expressed confidence in I were doing it. "not for the love of ad- -
success of the measures taken to com- - I venture, but for the big silver dollars
bat, the submarine, but its toll of ships they received for their services." Per- -
sunk continues to increase. Unless haps the fact 'that he stuck closely
the protective means prove effective I to the truth had something to do with
soon. British physique may show the his popularity.
same deterioration as has German,
and the munition supply may be so re
duced that the allies will lose the su
periority in that regard on which they
rely.

The next few months may decide
the result. If the Germans hold their
ground while they rapidly reduce the
allies' resources of food and muni-
tions, the latter may become power
less to win. If the new measures of
which vague hints have been given
should prove as destructive to the new
fleet of W as the earlier were
to the first fleet in 1915, the odds on
points of endurance will be favorable
to the allies. So far, the new subma
rine campaign has only begun and
no basis for an opinion exists.
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THE POET SCOUT. there are ten illness
News Captain Jack Crawford, I each death, there would have been

the poet scout," Is dying in his Long I more cases.
Island home recalls a picturesque fig-- Apart from the prevention of grief
ure the frontier days immediately I pain has resulted from
following the Civil including modern medical discoveries from
the Indian campaigns in I stricter observance medical'
the Sioux country. campaigns I laws, there is a great eco- -

was second of I nomic gain from decrease of ill--
General Crook's civilian scouts, Colo- - I n death. Every man's . con- -
nel Cpdy being their Craw-- 1 tribution to National I greens.
ford's was romantically asso- - to the general welfare is increased by
dated with the West when the the lengthening of his by
was being out of crude ma-- I crease number of days.
terial, there was a time," In the I death Is of of
80s, and even later, when as a writer the time money spent in rearing

he was much educating a child, illness is
vogue. His splendid record in the
service his country, his undoubted
personal bravery a magic per-
sonality lent glamor his name. His
verses little literary quality, but Department, it has been justified

for their prevention economic waste.
on that, like those of Will
Carleton and others, they BtrucK a
popular chord. - They were unpolished

wholesome, the quantity of
them was A not inconsider- -

verses of Qj the Count "is

occasion, for Captain Jack was in
demand at campfires. anniversaries
and other especial events.

It was era of home-and-moth- er

verse in which wrote, he
played often upon this string. The
country had not wholWy emerged from
the wilderness; ties were being newly

a

was a rplivel I've last", It is
in .

did not have loved ones a i. .1.4 1

liked for support
nonest mat oeat think they could ifrough unpromising d t d f them, if
the prospector lying on his lonely hill
side, dreaming of the dear far,
far away, and of the endearing ties
of comradeship amid the perils a
hostile land. put universal
thoughts into commonplace words,
He audience that seldom
read the major poets,
would not have understood them if
it had read more, his influence
was altogether good.

. The poet scout was unfailingly good- -
natured, and the world, after alu
loves an Even his

fighting Indians left with
no real bitterness, which was in sharp
contrast to the prevailing sentiment

the day that only good Indian
was a dead This is illus
trated by his "Little Kevilee. once a

recitation at school entertain
ments in the in which he said:
I hain't murh love ar Injun,

a year on
I've been their bitterest foe;

An I reckon as you "uns know me.
An' I ain't much to

But listen to I wouldn't be
Unjuat to an Injun's ghost.

Aa 4 r rout nf nrmni it rlnfifl
story

who did good deed, and scout
to see he got credit,

for it, even white men to
whom all redskins were to
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subjected to the tender mercies

who undoubtedly not
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NEW YORK GROWS HEALTHIER.
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medical and sanitary science
is of the Health

of New City that-th- e

rate of that city 1916
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Gleams Through the Mist.
By Colllnav

ABRAHAM LIXCOUf.
Abraham Lincoln, fightin" man;

Tender and gentle, but firm to do
The task, that was given unto you;

Patient to the Intricate plan
and pain and death

clouds black.
But never to and never loolc

back;
Abraham Lincoln, fightin' man.

Abraham Lincoln, fightin man;
Heart like the heart of a child.
Lips that were while they

smiled, '

Eyes where readily tear-dro- ps ran;
Big. hard hands that could strike a
And bind up the wounds of the

foe;
Abraham Lincoln, fightin' man.

Abraham Lincoln, fightin man;
of andr praying peace.

But ready to war and not to cease
Till the purged from the an

cient ban;
Ready to if need should be.
For the sake of a where all

free):
Abraham fightin' man.

Abraham Lincoln, fightin' marl;
Our warlike heroes perhaps are few
Compared to what other countries

knew
We still are young but I'm glad we

can
Point, when a stranger would be told
Of the type of heroes we had of old.

Abraham Lincoln, fightin' man.

said the Courteous Office
with a basketful of dandelion.

You here," I cried joyously, for the
C. O. B. has been taking a vacation
while the recent B. D. ()
was

(Note: B. D. refers to the subject
which we have been treating in this
colyum for the past weeks,
were obliged to mentioning at

and medicine. been the

the

the

Yep." said the C. O. B. "I
come and have nrung a spring
pome wh me."

I steeled myself to meet the
"Sooner or later it had to come." I

muttered. "Head on before I
relations with you."

And C. O. B.
Sprtnjc Pome.

The wheels withiiv dollar watch
Go round as lively as hop-scotc- h;

My eara I prick
And hear it tick
A merry ck

!"
What makes it do this sort of thing?

there scarcely man w.r, from necessity guessed at
woman the Western country who fnr lMnr THE

Place. Crawford to sing the those who It ;'" s'
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With flumpty-- f lounee.
And f lumpty-flounc- e.

What makes cushion do this thing?
Why, can't you guess? Tt is

It almost makes me cringe.
To see the door swing on Its hinge.

With mighty slam
Against the jamb.
And lusty

THI3

What makes the door so freely swing?
I know. I know! It is

THE SPRING.

H Aim'S SPRING TWITTER.
Since the C. O. B. has reminded u
lt, we might as well the facts

without flinchlnsr.
the Spring pome season.

We not believe in an unbridled
and unregulated Spring pome cam- -

and prepared to doarea delusion as to the wav the
treats dismissed Ambassadors, thing in our power to mitigate

but it would be cruel to suppose that
he the idea by thinking what he Therefore we Invite feel

have done in of high they do Spring
to on this little
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event around

The only other rule that obtains
the TWITTER is follows:
.Make 'em short! The .the
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When the seeking breezes pass.

Indian fighting was still fresh' in that is Like a grass,
and. in the vernacular I. W. W.-ls- iu have another Such a gleaming, gallant one,

he himself he guess coming. Like fragment the
away with it." (For sun Is made from gold

Among and prospectors, With a falling off in or the legends told.)
he in war
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Where the seeking breezes pass.
Lies a snow-flak- e in the grass.
Light and white, it seems to float
With a sunbeam in its throat.
But who ever saw did you

hard showing that banks lightly veined with blu?

failed

that

who

found

who

greater

running

lonely

Onions

put

Humble

land

land

SPRING

Where the seeking breezes pass.
Lies a gem upon the grass.
Such a glorious amethyst
Devotee hath never kissed.
Never hath a gem so grand
Shone upon a bishop's hand.

Where the seeking breezes pass.
Spring smiles upward through me

grass.
Gold and white and amethyst.
In the frost and early mlet.
Gallantly their colors fling
Crocuses are blossoming.

Torpedo Nets for hlpa
PORT LAN D. Feb. 9. (To the Ed-

itor.) What is the manner of con-
struction, what kind of material used
and what is the mode of attachment
to ships of torpedo nets?

. , CHARLES BARNETT.

They are constructed of heavy wire,
after the form of chicken wire fences,
and are attached to booms jutting
from the side of the vessel. These
booms may be swung back in line with
the deck when not in use. Nets are
used only when the ship is at anchor.
These nets are not taut, as their pur-
pose is to stop torpedoes without caus-
ing their explosion. The force of water
disturbed violently by high explosives
is sometimes sufficient to crush a
ship's hull. The effectiveness of tor-
pedo nets is said to have been partly
overcome by attachment of revolving
knives to torpedoes, which cut through
the net. Warships at their rendezvous
now in time of war commonly lie be
hind labyrinths of stationary wire net.

No Sondar Bine Law.
HOOD RIVER. Or.. Feb. 8. (To the

Editor.) What is the present status
of the Sunday blue law and how does
It affect moving picture theaters? Has
the Supreme Court of Oregon passed
on this law? F. G. C.

It was repealed by vote of the people
in the last election.


